cities@manchester

Urban Pathway

Co-sponsored events across the Faculty of Humanities and beyond

25 Oct  IDPM/development@manchester & cities@manchester
Loren B. Landau, Director, African Centre for Migration & Society.
‘Where There Is No Public: Questioning the Meaning of Politics & Development in Africa’s Urban Estuaries’ (Lecture). 4.30pm, Zochonis, Lecture Theatre B.

16 Nov  Global Urban Research Centre & cities@manchester
‘Public Panel Discussion: Understanding the Tipping Point of Urban Conflict in the Global South: Lessons for Post-riot Britain?’
4pm, Cordingley Lecture Theatre, Humanities Bridgeford Street.

23 Nov  Manchester Architecture Research Centre & cities@manchester
‘Political Textures of the City: A Workshop on Word & Bricks in the Global South’
10.00am - 6.00pm. Registration Required: http://goo.gl/1LCGT

23 Nov  History & cities@manchester
Simon Gunn, University of Leicester

8 Dec  Middle Eastern Studies, British Academy, CASAW & cities@manchester
Ibrahim El Batout, Egyptian Filmmaker
‘Filming the Revolutionary City: Independent Filmmaking in Egypt after the January 2011 Revolution’.
5.30-7.00pm, 113 Samuel Alexander. Followed by wine reception.

12 Dec  Centre for Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Roundtable: 'Reproducing Latin America in Popular/Urban Culture'
5-7pm. More information on www.cities.manchester.ac.uk

14 Dec  methods@manchester & cities@manchester
‘Researching the City’ - PG workshop on interdisciplinary methods for researching the contemporary city. 12:30-4:00. Registration Required: http://goo.gl/1rQ7l

14 Mar  cities@manchester inaugural event
Professor Ash Amin (University of Cambridge): Q&A and Public Lecture
1-2.15pm: Q&A with Ash Amin / 5-6.15pm: Lecture on ‘Resilient Urbanism’.
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